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What Your Dollar Buys  

 

 

 
Every dollar donated to the American Red Cross is a gift of hope—hope that reaches around the 
world to embrace people in despair and lift them up with a helping hand. Whether your donation 
trains a volunteer or keeps a family out of harm's way during a powerful storm, it is making a 
tremendous impact at home and abroad. 
 
The strength of your generosity can … 
 
$1: Vaccinate one child against the deadly threat of measles. 
 
$4.50: Provide a snack and basic necessities such as facial tissues, razors and shaving cream to a 
resident affected by disaster. 
 
$7: Give a rake to a person working to clear debris from their home and neighborhood. 
 
$8: Help an emergency response vehicle deliver a day’s worth of snacks to one person. 
 
$10: Keep a person warm and comforted with the help of two Red Cross blankets. 
 
$15: Train a volunteer disaster responder in your community. 
 
$15: Care for an emergency responder with meals and snacks for a day. 
 
$16: Provide a therapeutic healing activity for two wounded heroes, such as painting, gardening and 
crocheting. 
 
$20: Help a family move towards recovery after disaster, providing them with essential cleanup 
items. 
 
$25: Provide basic necessities such as toothpaste, soap and shampoo to 10 people during a 
disaster. 
 
$30: Help six families collect and store clean water in Red Cross-provided water containers. 
 
$35: Help a caregiver learn the skills and confidence to care for the elderly and young children 
when a medical emergency occurs. 
 
$50: Give shelter and food to one person for one day. 
 
$75: Provide caregiver training to one family, helping them care for a service member who comes 
home wounded or has sustained long-term injuries.  
 
$80: Connect 1family to a military spouse or loved one serving overseas so they may return home 
due to a family emergency. 
 
$100: Ensure an infant at a shelter will have a comfortable crib in which to sleep. 
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$100: Provide one emergency family kit—containing a month’s worth of supplies—to survivors of a 
disaster abroad. 
 
$100: Provide 10 kids with water safety knowledge and swimming lessons. 
 
$100: Help the Red Cross reconnect missing or lost loved ones with anxious families separated by 
war or conflict. 
 
$135: Train and deploy one shelter volunteer during a disaster. 
 
$175: Help meet an infant’s needs in a shelter, including diapers, wipes and soy formula. 
 
$335: Deploy an emergency response vehicle to a disaster. 
 
$350: Deploy two bulk distribution workers to deliver needed supplies during a disaster. 
 
$500: Supply 10 comfort kits with items such as shower shoes, a robe and toiletries to wounded or 
injured service members receiving treatment at a military hospital. 
 
$1,000: Protect one village against the threat of measles with lifesaving vaccinations. 
 
$1,000: Provide 100 people with one meal during a disaster. 


